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True story behind 'The Monuments Men' and Nazi art looting: The most notable stash of art amassed during the Nazi era was made public in November, in the Munich apartment of the son of an art dealer who was active during that time. It's no secret, however, that Matt FORMAN, Florence Kell FORMAN, Florence Kell - Passed away in her sleep on July 26, 2002 at age 88, in Burlingame. Born in San Francisco, her beloved "Baghdad By The Bay," on the first day of spring March 21, 1914. Florence was

Stamping out public art: That feisty city, a Baghdad by the Bay, was said to know how. Art is funny. Michelangelo's David remains a symbol of Florentine civilization nearly 500 years after it was made, even though we
tend to

News of the Day From Around the World
Thousands of Iraqis continued to protest and block roads Monday in Baghdad and across the predominantly Shiite south, rejecting any candidate belonging to political groups that have ruled the country for years.

News of the Day From Across the Globe
WORLD Chronicle News Services 1
Italian shooting: An Italian man with extremist views opened fire in an outdoor market in Florence on Tuesday, killing two vendors from Senegal, then critically wounded three

Movie review capsules, July 30
-M.LaSalle Lady Macbeth This is a smart, streamlined reimagining of "Lady Macbeth of Mtensk,"
transplanted to rural 19th century England, and a starmaking showcase for young Florence Pugh, who has the turbulence

Movie review capsules, July 23
Lady Macbeth This is a smart, streamlined reimagining of "Lady Macbeth of Mtensk," transplanted to rural 19th century England, and a star-making showcase for young Florence Pugh, who has the turbulence and

Movie review capsules, Aug. 20
-D.Lewis
Lady Macbeth This is a smart, streamlined reimagining of "Lady Macbeth of Mtensk," transplanted to rural 19th century England, and a starmaking showcase for young Florence Pugh, who has the turbulence
Lady Macbeth This is a smart, streamlined reimagining of "Lady Macbeth of Mtsensk," transplanted to rural 19th century England, and a star-making showcase for young Florence Pugh, who has the turbulence.

Lady Macbeth This is a smart, streamlined reimagining of "Lady Macbeth of Mtsensk," transplanted to rural 19th century England, and a star-making showcase for young Florence Pugh, who has the turbulence.

News of the Day From Across the Nation, May 10 Omar Abdel-Rahman, 76, was transferred from the Supermax prison in Florence, Colo., to the Butner Federal
Medical Center in North Carolina, according to the Federal Bureau of Prisons website. The medical reasons

*Madeleine Albright's pins tell the story of her career in world politics* When a poem appeared in Baghdad newspapers comparing Albright to an "unparalleled serpent," it sparked an idea and a fashion signature for Albright. Former Secretary of State Madeleine Albright on stage at
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